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The Application of the HapMap to
Diabetic Nephropathy and Other Causes

of Chronic Renal Failure

Sudha K. Iyengar, PhD,* and Sharon G. Adler, MD†

Summary: The human nuclear genome consists of approximately 3 billion nucleotides.
Human beings are 99% similar in DNA sequence to each other, but natural genetic variation
in approximately 1% of the DNA sequence is responsible for interindividual differences,
including determining who will develop disease and who will remain healthy. The pace and
timing of disease initiation also is regulated by exposure to individual-level environmental
factors and other random causes. Therefore, an examination of the DNA sequences of
individuals with and without diabetic nephropathy, or, more broadly, chronic renal failure,
can predict which sequence differences vary with disease (or health). The technology is not
yet economical enough to analyze large numbers of individuals down to each nucleotide, but
standardized dense genotyping sets for interrogating 1 marker for every 5,000, 10,000, or
15,000 nucleotides now are affordable even in large samples. The swiftness with which
disease-gene associations can be mined has improved radically as a result of the availability of
discovery human genetic variation data from large-scale public and private initiatives, such as
those provided by the International Haplotype Map Consortium and Perlegen Sciences, Inc.
(Mountain View, CA). These projects have captured many of the common genetic variants
(�1%) in the genome. This information has been buttressed with improvements in large-scale
genotyping technologies and statistical methods for data analysis. In summary, the renal
community is now poised for discovery of genes for chronic renal failure using these
resources.
Semin Nephrol 27:223-236 © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Genome-wide association, admixture mapping, heterogeneity, environmental
correlates
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o map and characterize all the genes in
the human genome, an international alli-
ance funded by governmental agencies

orldwide was developed and initiated in
988. The project, named the Human Genome
roject (HGP), produced a draft sequence en-
ompassing 90% of the human genome in Feb-
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uary 2001, followed by the full sequence in
pril 2003,1 using clone-based technology.
ommencing soon after, these efforts were par-
lleled by Celera Genomics (Alameda, CA), a
rivate venture that used shotgun sequencing

n the race to complete the human genome.2 To
ccommodate, parse, and analyze the data gen-
rated by the HGP, technologic platforms for
olecular analysis and informatics tools were

eveloped. These data currently reside in the
ublic domain, and is accessible to all inter-
sted parties (http://genome.ucsc.edu/, http://
ww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/, http://www.ensem-
l.org) and has sparked other large-scale
enomic endeavors, for example, sequencing
f other species,3-9 structural genome annota-
ion and mining,10-14 ENCyclopedia of DNA El-

ments (the ENCODE project),15-17 and so forth.
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224 S.K. Iyengar and S.G. Adler
Although the completion of the HGP was a
omentous event in genetics history, the
roject did not describe how individuals dif-

ered from each other at the level of the se-
uence. This information is crucial to compre-
ending why some individuals are susceptible
o disease while others remain healthy. Thus, in
n effort to characterize the extent of natural
enetic variation in ethnic populations world-
ide, a second large-scale undertaking, the In-

ernational Haplotype Map (HapMap) Consor-
ium project, was launched in 200318-21 (http://
ww.hapmap.org/). The premise of the
apMap project was to examine variations in 4
ifferent ethnic groups worldwide and to deter-
ine where and how frequently sequence

hanges occurred in the genome.

APMAP AND THE COMMON DISEASE–
OMMON VARIANT HYPOTHESIS

ven before HGP and HapMap, geneticists had
ecognized that variations in the DNA sequence
re heterogeneous. The human nuclear genome
onsists of 2 copies each of 22 autosomes or-
ered sequentially in descending size from 1 to
2 (each matched pair is called a set of homol-
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igure 1. Two individuals with a stretch of DNA on 2 h
SNPs marked by the grey and black boxes in the

rrangement of alleles at each SNP on the homologous
ll other sequence information on the chromosome.
gous chromosomes), and either 2 X chromo- e
omes or 1 X and 1 Y chromosome. A parent
onates one copy of each autosome and a sex
hromosome to each child. The homologs fur-
ished by separate parents usually differ from
ach other, and from any other individual in the
opulation at approximately 0.1% of the nucle-
tide sites or 1 change per every 1,000 bases on
verage.22-25 Thus, aligning the sequences of
oth chromosomes from head to tail or short
rm (p-arm) to long arm (q-arm), the most ele-
ental variation can be at a single base or nu-

leotide, such as a G nucleotide on one ho-
olog and a T nucleotide on the other (Fig. 1).
lthough 4 bases (A, G, T, and C) can contrib-
te to the variation at a particular locus, only 2
f the alleles or variant forms are present in
ost populations. By using the previous exam-
le of the variant G and T alleles, it is thus
ossible to resolve which individuals are GG,
T, or TT. Extending this concept, the genetic
onstitution of individuals within the popula-
ion can be determined at a specific nucleotide
y interrogating their DNA individually using
olecular assays. This information enables us

o record the genotype (pair of alleles) for an
ndividual, and enumerate the frequency for
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Application of the HapMap 225
uence changes, such as duplications of seg-
ents of chromosomes, deletions of segments

f chromosomes, inversions and translocations
f chromosomal segments, and duplication of
ntire chromosomes as observed in some ge-
etic disorders (eg, trisomy 21 in Down syn-
rome) also are possible.26-28 For a more exten-
ive description of the potential variants in the
enome see Table 1. But the majority of the
enome modifications involve changes in single
ucleotides as described previously. These vari-
nt forms are called single-nucleotide polymor-
hisms (SNPs).

There are about 3 billion nucleotides in the
uman genome and an estimated 30 million

Table 1. List of Polymorphisms in the Human

Type of Variant
Frequency in the

Genome

SNP (substitution) Common in the
genome

(Insertion/deletion)

VNTR Less frequent in the
genome

Microsatellites
Other repeats

Inversions Frequency in
multiple
populations
unknown

Translocations
Insertion/deletions

Abbreviation: VNTR, variable number tandem repeats.
utative variants. Studies surveying worldwide e
NP variation contend that 10 to 13 million
ommon SNPs exist, with 1 variant site present
n average every 300 nucleotides in cosmopol-

tan genome comparisons.29,30 These studies
urther maintain that alleles present in at least
% of the chromosomes worldwide represent
he majority (90%) of the variations in multi-
thnic populations representing about 3 million
NPs; other variants are rare, sometimes private
o one or a few individuals. The former have
een designated as common variants and their
niversality in individuals of diverse ancestry
efines their utility in a specific genetic study
esign to locate disease susceptibility genes.
he theory that encapsulates these ideas is gen-

me

Detection
Method

Large-Scale
Genotyping

Method Available

ultiple methods Several platforms
available;

Sequenom, Inc., San
Diego, CA; ParAllele
Bioscience, Inc,
Santa Clara, CA;
Affymetrix Inc.,
Santa Clara, CA;
Illumina Inc., San
Diego, CA; Applied
Biosystems, Foster
City, CA

raditional gel-
based methods
only

Modest throughput
methods available;

Applied Biosystems,
agarose gels,
sequencing gels

raditional methods
and SNP-based
methods

Fewer samples can be
processed;

Fluorescence in situ
hybridization, array
comparative
genomic
hybridization
Geno

M

T

T

rally referred to as the common disease–com-
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226 S.K. Iyengar and S.G. Adler
on variant (CDCV) hypothesis and is de-
cribed in greater detail later.

The term mutations refers to a change in the
NA structure, but the use of this terminology

mplies that a cellular, perhaps systemic, effect
s associated with these alterations that relates
o the disease process. In general, the vast ma-
ority of SNPs are thought to be neutral and

ithout consequence, but some are undiscov-
red disease-associated mutations, whether
hey are situated in exons or in noncoding re-
ions of the genome. Our knowledge of disease
athogenesis is gleaned via insights from previ-
usly explored molecules in a variety of con-
exts. With large portions of the genome being
ncharted with respect to function, it is diffi-
ult to predict based on prior knowledge which
f the 10 million plus SNPs is coupled with a
pecific disease. Genetic linkage and associa-
ion studies that contrast individuals with and
ithout disease, or even comparing varying de-

rees of severity, can fill the gap between the
astly uncharacterized functional aspects of the
enome and the role of particular variants in
isease. Specifically, they can assist in identify-

ng a relationship between a clinical entity
phenotype) and the location(s) of its molecu-
ar determinants.

The CDCV hypothesis asserts that for com-
on diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular

isease, or diabetic nephropathy (DN), the dis-
ase-associated mutation(s) is a common SNP(s)
hat lies somewhere in the genome, and can be
solated by using other SNPs as signposts to lead
nvestigators to its location, with little initial
nowledge of the function. Distinguishing CDCV
rom other genetic study designs are very specific
enets and assumptions.31 The central premise of
he CDCV hypothesis is that variants that cause
ommon diseases are reasonably frequent in the
opulation, ranging from 1% to 10%.32,33 Another
ardinal feature of the hypothesis is that the orig-
nal disease-causing mutations (the common vari-
nts) arose 100,000 years ago in a small group of
ounders, and that these variants have been prop-
gated to the existing 6 billion descendents. The
utations would be carried on chromosomes

rom parent to offspring and onto subsequent
escendents; other non–mutation-bearing chro-

osomes also exist.34,35 S
Chromosomes may or may not be inherited
ntact from parent to offspring; 2 forces, recom-
ination and new mutations, scramble the in-
ormation on the chromosome partially before
assage to each new generation. The theory
resumes that affected individuals (even from
ifferent families or populations) are in princi-
le related by deep-rooted ancestry at the dis-
ase locus, and share a tiny residual piece of the
ld chromosomal segment surrounding the
riginal mutation. This collective signature at a
isease locus shared by the affected individuals
ay be identified by SNPs in close proximity to

he disease allele acting as surrogates because
hey frequently have been transmitted with the
isease allele.

In addition to finding cosmopolitan common
ariants, the responsibility of the HapMap was to
nvestigate whether information regarding shared
aplotypes could be inferred from contiguous
NPs. A consecutive arrangement of alleles at dif-
erent SNPs on the same chromosome is consid-
red a haplotype (Fig. 1), hence the name Hap-
ap. The HapMap characterized the 13 million

ommon SNPs (without knowledge of which
ere mutations) to determine how big these

racks of shared DNA segments were across 4
ulti-ethnic populations. The conclusion of the
apMap was that DNA is inherited in blocks (hap-

otypes) that are shared by individuals of diverse
ncestries. The length of the blocks and the num-
er of such shared haplotypes varies among and
etween populations and is discussed further in
ection Comparing Ethnic Groups and Availability
f Cosmopolitan Maps. In general the architects
f the HapMap concluded that it should be pos-
ible to use this information to map common
isease genes. In summary, disease-associated
ariants could be localized via an indirect method
f interrogating surrogate SNPs residing on com-
on cosmopolitan haplotypes identified through

he HapMap.
As an example, if one considers a simple

ase-control study, individuals who are affected
ould share the affected haplotype, and those
ithout disease would be depleted in that par-

icular haplotype. This frequency difference
ould be captured in association studies that
ontrast case versus control individuals using

NP markers. There have been many debates in
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Application of the HapMap 227
he literature as to which SNPs carry the most
nformation necessary to facilitate inference
bout the frequency difference of the causal
llele,36-44 the most common of which are tag
NPs. Tag SNPs are a selected subset of SNPs
hat are able to represent information from mul-
iple SNPs in the general vicinity because there
s sufficient redundancy in the information car-
ied by the SNPs that genotyping all of them is
nnecessary and wasteful. Some study designs
or various types of association studies are de-
cribed later.

There exists an opposing view to the CDCV
ypothesis, called the common disease–rare
ariant (CDRV) hypothesis.34,45 In this scenario,
are mutations and environmental factors are the
iggest contributors to common disease. Rare
utations can either have a large effect, as seen in

utosomal-dominant polycystic kidney disease, or
ay act in concert with many other genes such

hat each only contributes a little to the overall
ffect. If this theory holds true for common dis-
ases, then mapping of disease genes through the
se of surrogate SNPs may not be feasible, espe-
ially using unrelated individuals with and with-
ut disease because there will be very few com-
on genetic features among them that can be

aptured. In this case, a previously successful
trategy of using individuals of known relation-
hips, such as in families, or an inbred population,
r a founder population, will provide more infor-
ation because the actual inheritance of entire

hromosomes from recent ancestors can be
raced.

A review of the recent literature supports
oth the CDCV and the CDRV hypotheses for
any chronic diseases. Exemplifying the CDRV

heory is the discovery of a gene in the Mexican
merican population for type 2 diabetes46: cal-
ain-10. The initial discovery was subject to
ontroversy but now has been replicated,47 and
ts role in diabetes pathogenesis has been estab-
ished. In contrast, 2 other genes, the peroxi-
ome proliferative–activated receptor gamma
ene48 and the transcription factor 7–like 2
ene,49 were identified following the CDCV
aradigm. For the latter, replication of the as-
ociation between the gene and type 2 diabetes
wiftly followed.49-58 These examples show that

isease gene mapping for both rare and com- r
on variants is now tractable using the re-
ources generated by large-scale projects, such
s the HapMap, although replication still may
rove to be difficult for rare variants. It will
epend on the strength of the association sig-
al, the effect size and penetrance of the gene,
nd the history of the population in whom the
riginal discovery was made.

OMPARING ETHNIC GROUPS AND
VAILABILITY OF COSMOPOLITAN MAPS

he practical consideration behind these develop-
ents was to reduce the genotyping from 30
illion SNPs in cosmopolitan populations to a
anageable number that can be bundled in mas-

ively parallel assays. For this strategy to be cost
ffective, these SNPs must be portable across
opulations, have usable allele frequencies, and
how similar haplotype structures across multiple
thnic groups. To determine the utility of this
nformation, multiple independent surveys were
onducted that differed in choice of SNPs, sample
ize, and the ethnic group(s) under examina-
ion.31,59-64 The 2 largest surveys were by a private
rm, Perlegen Sciences, Inc. (Mountain View,
A), with 1.6 million SNPs in 71 samples,64 and
y the publicly funded International HapMap
roject, with 1 million SNPs in phase I65 and 13
illion SNPs in phase II20 in 269 samples. Al-

hough immensely useful in generating informa-
ion on millions of SNPs, a limitation of these
urveys was the restricted number of individuals
n the discovery sets.

Based on these surveys, genotyping technol-
gy has graduated from 10,000 SNPs to 100,000
lus SNPs multiplexed in single assays, with the
romise of 1 million or more SNPs being avail-
ble in comprehensive packages.66-73 More
odest platforms for replication and smaller-

cale studies also are available.74,75 The ques-
ion of portability and suitability of the tag SNPs
or multi-ethnic cohorts remains controver-
ial.76-80 Two recent studies by Conrad et al80

nd de Bakker et al81 endeavored to provide a
ore comprehensive view of worldwide varia-

ion by examining worldwide populations and
ulti-ethnic cohorts, but limited the number of

enes or regions examined. Conrad et al80 ex-
mined 2,834 SNPs distributed in 36 genomic

egions in 927 individuals, and de Bakker et al81
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228 S.K. Iyengar and S.G. Adler
xamined 1,679 SNPs in 25 genes in 1,000 DNA
amples from the Multi-Ethnic Cohort study
ith 15 member populations. The consensus

rom all these studies was that the 4 represen-
ative populations tested in the HapMap, Cau-
asians, Chinese, Yoruba, and Japanese, possess
he majority of the common haplotypes that
ill be useful for designing association studies,

lthough significant variability exists between
opulations. Individuals of African descent had
he greatest amount of variability and the least
mount of representation in the HapMap. The
eneral patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD),
aplotype block structure, and hotspots for re-
ombination were similar across populations,
ith reduced LD and smaller blocks in popula-

ions of African descent. The consequence of
ow LD in populations of African descent is that
larger number of SNPs are necessary to obtain

ufficient genome-wide coverage so as not to
iss an association signal.
Because of the variability in allele frequen-

ies of SNPs across populations, comparing
ata between populations on association results

s a difficult task, and some have recommended
hat a common map that is less dependent on
llele frequencies be developed using a com-
on LD metric.82-84 Such a map would provide
basis for a comparison of cases and controls

cross multi-ethnic cohorts. The strategy has
ot been used commonly, but is likely to come

nto wider use as predesigned and post hoc
onsortia with larger samples and a more ex-
ensive ethnic diversity come into existence.
he motivation to aggregate samples from mod-
st collections is their ability to leverage the
uperior numbers to find genes with smaller
ffect sizes. Transethnic comparisons can assist
n localizing the disease variant in 2 ways. First,
omparing the difference in LD between pop-
lations can hone the association signal by pro-
iding a better resolution of the LD contrast
etween cases and controls or between families
f diverse ancestry. McKenzie et al85 used this
trategy at the angiotensin converting enzyme
ACE) locus, where the SNPs were in significant
D, and many individuals showed broad seg-
ents of DNA being shared in the British fam-

lies. They were mapping circulating ACE levels

o the structural locus for ACE on chromosome c
7q23. By using transethnic comparisons from
n African Caribbean population they narrowed
he area of interest to a region near a specific
ariant G2350A. This type of analysis can be
xtended to other cohorts. The second use of
ransethnic comparisons is for deciding which
NPs are causal after sequencing experiments.
f a common variant is the cause of the disease
n question, then transethnic comparison of the
equence should show common profiles be-
ween cases from many ethnic groups. Variants
hat are not shared between these groups could
e eliminated from consideration, or at least
eceive a lower priority for analysis. If a rare
ariant is the cause of disease, then the first
ationale may be valid, but the direct sequence
omparison from individuals of diverse ances-
ries may not be meaningful.

SSOCIATION STRATEGIES FOR MAPPING
ENES FOR DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY

here are multiple study designs that have been
sed for disease gene mapping that contrast

nformation between cases and controls to for-
ulate connections between a gene (or a re-

ion on a chromosome, namely, locus) and dis-
ase. Named association mapping, these
nclude: (1) candidate gene analysis using indi-
idual genotyping, (2) whole-genome scanning
sing individual genotyping, (3) whole-genome
r candidate gene association using DNA pool-

ng, and (4) admixture mapping. The basis for
ll these methods is that genes for the disease
eg, DN) reside in the genome. The difference
etween these methods is in the genetic as-
umptions that are made when initiating a par-
icular design. The first 3 association mapping
ethods make very similar assumptions. The
ost simple example is that of a molecule that
as been studied through biochemical means
nd shown to be expressed in a relevant func-
ional region in the kidney (eg, the podocyte for
N) and is nominated as a candidate for disease
ausation (a functional candidate gene). This is
he candidate gene approach and is most ap-
ealing to scientists who can follow the biolog-

cal rationale. However, the drawback of this
ethod is that a limited number of candidate

enes are characterized functionally at the bio-

hemical level. A method that would canvas the
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Application of the HapMap 229
ntire genome rather than a handful of genes is
ntuitively more interesting because the num-
er of genes in the human genome is large
30,000–40,000 projected genes). As described
reviously, it is not feasible to sequence the
ntire genome in large cohorts, so a genome-
ide association study is merely an extension
f the candidate gene approach to both other
nown and unknown genes; in most cases non–
ene-bearing regions also are covered, but pur-
uing the functional consequence of a polymor-
hism in a region that does not bear a gene is a
ore difficult task. As described earlier, this
ethod would rely on shared ancestry around

he disease-causing mutation or LD. The latter
ethod does not require any knowledge of

iological function, and may in fact lead to
ovel discoveries. The third method is very
imilar in concept but an additional cost-saving
tep is added. DNA from individuals is pooled
nto case-pools and control-pools (Fig. 2). Thus,

Biospecimen collected 
and DNA extracted from 

each individual

Controls Cont

Biospecimen collected 
and DNA extracted from 

each individual

Controls ContCont

igure 2. A study design incorporating DNA pooling. Ca
s extracted individually. The DNA is arrayed on multisam
ool and a control pool. The pools are subject to geno
valuated using statistical methods. The best signals are
ng. The best results from this set are subject to replica
alidity of the results.
t only is necessary to genotype the pools ver- t
us the actual individual samples. The last
ethod, admixture mapping, can be applied

nly to admixed populations, such as African
mericans and Mexican Americans, who have
ncestry reflecting diverse geographic origins
nd a set of alleles that derive from distinct
arental populations, such that the ancestry
an be inferred (Fig. 3). Many of these designs
re being used by the Family Investigation of
ephropathy and Diabetes (FIND) study to

dentify genes for DN. To simplify the explana-
ion we only discuss how to assess differences
etween unrelated cases and controls, although
ase-only methods also exist. In 1999, before
he publication of the complete human ge-
ome, the National Institute of Diabetes and
igestive and Kidney Diseases funded the FIND

tudy to recruit cohorts of subjects to identify
N chromosomal risk loci. FIND comprised 3

tudy designs. It included a cohort of siblings
ho could be either concordant or discordant for

ases

ol

Case pool

Genotyping with high 
density SNP panel

Individual 
genotyping

Replication in a 
second sample

Significant    association

ases

olol

Case pool

Genotyping with high 
density SNP panel

Individual 
genotyping

Replication in a 
second sample

Significant    association

d controls are collected from a population and the DNA
ormatted plates and then eventually pooled into a case

using a high-density SNP panel and the results were
tized for follow-up evaluation using individual genotyp-
n a second (and perhaps third) sample to confirm the
C

rol po

C

rol porol po

ses an
ple f

typing
priori
tion i
he DN phenotype, and with whose DNA classic
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230 S.K. Iyengar and S.G. Adler
inkage analysis studies were performed.86 This
tudy design also is described in the article enti-
led “Mining the genome for susceptibility to dia-
etic nephropathy: The role of large-scale studies
nd consortia,” in this issue. In addition, FIND
ncluded 2 case-control (association) cohorts of

exican Americans and African Americans in
hom DN chromosomal risk loci were to be

ought by the genetic strategy of mapping by
dmixture linkage disequilibrium (MALD, see
ater). An additional strategy, transmission dis-
quilibrium testing, is another method for seeking
isease risk genes. At the time of FIND’s incep-
ion, it required the collection of DNA from an
ndex patient with the disease and both parents.
iven that FIND sought nephropathy genes in

ubjects with type 2 diabetes, the recruitment of
oth parents of these middle-aged to elderly pro-

Disease Allele

Parental population

A

Cases

Mu
Gene

Parental population

A

Cases

Mu
Gene

igure 3. MALD is based on the premise that one of the
ncestral (parental) population had a risk allele at a partic
as a higher risk than parental population B. This in
hromosome (the site of the mutation). After multiple
onsists of cases that are enriched for the mutation (bla
ith the ancestry of these individuals, illustrated by the
ncestry would enable us to locate the regions that are s
any generations ago.
ands was impractical, and this strategy was not d
sed. In the intervening time, this strategy has
ecome possible, owing to genetic analytic tech-
iques capable of reconstructing the parent ge-
ome if enough information from siblings is avail-
ble.87

The best genetic strategy to use to find sus-
eptibility genes in a given disease is dependent
n large part on whether the disease reflects
ontributions from one or a few genes (eg,
onogenic or oligogenic), or is polygenic. To

ate, a single gene with a large effect or a few
enes with moderate effects have not been
dentified consistently for DN. One exception is
he identification of polymorphisms for the ACE
ene, which in at least one meta-analysis has
een estimated to contribute approximately
0% to 40% of the identifiable genetic risk,88

lthough it is not always implicated in candi-

Parental population

B

Controls

ns

Parental population

B

Controls

ns

ntal populations has a higher degree of risk because the
cus. (A) Above in grey is a parental population A, which
tion is depicted with a black dot on each parental
rations of intermixing the extant admixed population
t), compared with the controls. This information tracks

grey haplotype. Thus, finding the regions of common
around mutations that arose in the parental population
ltiple
ratio
ltiple
ratio

pare
ular lo
forma
gene

ck do
shared
hared
ate gene studies, nor always implicated in the
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ull genome scans that have been completed.
nother exception is the recent identification
f carnosinase as a risk factor for DN.89 Most
ommon diseases are not caused by single gene
utations, but probably reflect the cumulative

ffects of many genes, several of which are
ikely to be found commonly in individuals in
he general population in the absence of dis-
ase. These genes also may interact with envi-
onmental factors, further complicating the
dentification of the genetic factors. Candidate
ene strategies may be useful even if the overall
ontributing effect of the gene is small.90

Finding susceptibility genes in complex dis-
ases also is influenced by the sibling (or other
elative) recurrence risk ratio (the risk of ex-
ressing the phenotype [eg, DN] in siblings
ivided by the prevalence of the general popu-

ation); the genotypic risk ratio (the risk of
xpressing the phenotype if the gene is present
n an individual divided by the risk of not ex-
ressing the phenotype if the gene is not
resent); the number of susceptibility genes;
ow the susceptibility genes interact; how
uch the disease is monogenic; and, depend-

ng on the experimental design, the pen-
trance. These data are not defined precisely
or DN, despite many years of research. As a
esult, using multiple genetic strategies with
omplementary approaches that use genetic
aterial from independent patient pools of

arge number may optimize the probability of
ocating DN genes.

Case-control association studies are particu-
arly advantageous in oligogenic and polygenic

odels with low genotypic relative risk and
oderate to high allele frequency in the popu-

ation. Thus, in situations of low genotypic rel-
tive risk and high frequency of the gene in the
opulation, hundreds of subjects may provide
ufficient power to detect susceptibility genes
sing association studies compared with the
otential need for thousands using sibling pairs
linkage). Case-control studies also may be su-
erior to linkage approaches in defining the
enetic effects of specific loci. However, asso-
iation studies have specific shortcomings. The
ajor potential disadvantages of association

trategies are as follows: (1) LD may extend for

nly short genomic intervals; and (2) case-con- n
rol methods may be confounded by unantici-
ated genetic differences between the proband
nd control subjects (population stratifica-
ion).91 Population stratification as a result of
thnic differences can result in spurious SNP
ssociations. Recent progress in the ability to
etect and correct for population stratification
as provided a potential solution to this prob-

em in case-control studies. By genetically de-
ning the populations using molecular markers
nd appropriately selecting case and control
amples to balance the origin of ancestry, the
ffect of stratification can be minimized,
hereby avoiding the identification of false-pos-
tive associations.91-93 Nature Genetics94 pub-
ished suggested guidelines for the perfor-

ance of association studies to minimize the
ikelihood of false-positive results. Association
tudies should have “large samples sizes, small
values, report associations that make biologic

ense and alleles that affect the gene product in
physiologically meaningful way. In addition,

hey should contain an initial study as well as an
ndependent replication, the associations
hould be observed in both family-based and
opulation-based studies, and the odds ratios
nd/or the attributable risk should be high.”94

ttributable risk is defined as that portion of the
isk that can be eliminated if the risk factor (in
his case the susceptibility allele) is removed.
esearch using SNP haplotype markers for
enomic scanning also recently has been facil-
tated by the discovery of enough SNPs to pro-
ide a sufficiently dense genome-wide SNP
arker map to cover the genome adequately.
osts for the performance of these full genome
cans are becoming more practical, although
ooling of samples for an initial analysis, fol-

owed by individual genotyping with a smaller
umber of promising markers as a follow-up
nalysis, is one way to cut costs even at this
ime. Initial genotyping requires on the order of
50,000 to 600,000 SNP markers, with the cur-
ent trend nearing 1 million markers in 2007.

Although many methods have been used for
NP genotyping, including gel-based assays for
ingle-strand conformation polymorphism, en-
yme cleavage methods, mass spectrometry, al-
ele-specific polymerase chain reaction, single

ucleotide primer extensions, and oligonucleo-
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232 S.K. Iyengar and S.G. Adler
ide ligation and pyrosequencing, most of these
ethods are not cost effective for large-scale,

enome-wide analyses. Of these, only real-time
olymerase chain reaction and mass spectrom-
try are suitable for inferring allele frequency
ifferences using pooled DNA samples.95,96

igh-density oligonucleotide arrays offer the ad-
antage of being able to process large numbers
f SNP markers in parallel using automated meth-
ds across multiple samples simultaneously.25

ne method involves light-directed photoli-
hography in conjunction with chemical cou-
ling to direct the synthesis of a high density of
ligonucleotides of specific DNA sequence in
redetermined positions on a glass surface.97,98

ybridization of labeled DNA targets to these
rrays then allows effective and accurate geno-
yping of SNP alleles.25,99

Choosing the SNP markers to cover the ge-
ome adequately is a challenge. In one study,93

50,000 SNPs were used that were in Hardy-
einberg equilibrium for every population

tudied. The selected SNPs are distributed
venly across the genome, with a spacing of 1
NP every 10 kb. Each selected SNP has a minor
llele frequency of 10% or greater, and was
hosen to maximize information concerning
he haplotype structure in the vicinity of the
NP. This strategy was used to identify candi-
ate regions in association with HDL choles-
erol levels. The study design incorporated
tratification analysis, pooled genotyping, con-
rmation of promising candidate loci by indi-
idual genotyping, and replication in an inde-
endent cohort.93 By using a similar study
esign, we are conducting an ancillary study to
he FIND study by using the same Mexican
merican cohort that was collected for gene
apping using the MALD technique. Although

he 250,000 markers described previously are
nticipated to provide excellent power to cover
he genome and to identify chromosomal loci
or DN risk, the application of this technique to
he problem of DN is considerably more com-
lex than what has been achieved previously

or high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol
ssociation. This DN study involves an initial
opulation of a similar order of magnitude to
he earlier-described HDL study (eg, 475 sub-

ects with and 475 subjects without DN), and a t
eplicate population with the same number of
ubjects as the initial population also has been
roposed.
There are some differences worth contrast-

ng between studies. First, the HDL cholesterol
ork used SNP haplotyping to focus on 71

pecific candidate gene regions, whereas the
N scans will use the technical and analytic

trategies that cover the full genome. Second,
he HDL cholesterol work used pooled samples
rom a total of 345 low HDL and 321 high HDL
amples for the initial study and a considerably
maller replicate group.93 Finally, the replicate
opulation in the HDL cholesterol study was
thnically similar to the population of the initial
tudy. In the DN study, the replicate population
ill be intentionally of a different ethnicity than

he initial population. Although most of the
ublished studies identifying chromosomal risk

oci are confounded by ethnic differences that
imit reproducibility, the SNP haplotype
enomic scan envisioned in this case-control
opulation, by using SNP markers that tran-
cend ethnic differences, is intended to provide
nformation regarding risk loci that are replica-
le across ethnicities, rather than those that are
thnicity specific. These techniques are only
ust being scaled up for application to full
enomic scanning in large populations. The pri-
ary analysis will consist of logistic regressions
ith DN status (as a dichotomous trait) as the
utcome, against SNP genotype plus terms for
elevant covariates representing known risk fac-
ors for DN. Novel analytic techniques may be
equired to best interpret the data that emerge.

high-density genome-wide scan to identify
NPs that associate with the predisposition to
N is a first step toward discovering genes that
lay a role in the disease process. Additional
fforts to understand genetic variations and dis-
ase processes then can focus on these loci to
iscover the causative mutations through dis-
quilibrium analysis with the associated SNP,
nd on follow-up studies to ascertain the bio-
ogical importance of these genes.

ALD

he prevalence and incidence of DN is well
nown to differ among ethnic groups, supporting

he concept of a genetic contribution. However,
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Application of the HapMap 233
t also suggests that a strategy that uses special
enetic markers that attempt to link disease risk
o ancestral inheritance of particular polymor-
hisms may be a powerful tool to help to identify
hese loci. Thus, this strategy is used in what are
ermed admixed populations (eg, those popula-
ions in which the genome shows ancestry from 2
ontinents). For instance, the genome in Mexican
mericans represents contributions from both
merindian and European ancestors. The genome

n African Americans represents contributions
rom both African and European ancestors. In any
iven individual from a so-called admixed ethnic
roup, the relative proportion of the ancestries
iffer at the genome level, such that an individual
ay be either more like one of the parental pop-

lations or some intermediate mix of the two.
Admixture mapping, or MALD, is a special

ype of case-control association study (Fig. 3). It
raditionally has been used by gene mappers in
reas other than human genetics (eg, inter-
rosses and back-crosses). Admixture mapping
equires that the parentage (origin) of the ge-
omes that contribute to the hybrid population
e known and that the 2 (or more) parents be
istinguishable at the genetic level at several,
referably many, loci. The easier it is to distin-
uish between the 2 parental populations, the
reater the power of the method. This method
ssumes that one of the parental populations
as a higher risk for disease (eg, DN) than the
ther, and that the locus (or loci) contributing
o this excess risk tracks with the ancestry of
he chromosomal segments in the hybrid pop-
lation. Special markers for genomic scanning
re required for this type of analysis, and have
een developed for African Americans,100,101

nd for Mexican Americans,102 although for the
atter, many more markers have since been de-
eloped (M. Seldin, unpublished data). It has
een argued that admixture mapping may offer
ore power to detect risk loci than linkage

nalysis for polygenic disorders, although re-
uiring significantly fewer markers, providing
n economic advantage.103,104 The use of ad-
ixture mapping recently resulted in the iden-

ification of a chromosomal locus predisposing
o prostate cancer in an African American co-

ort.104 Within the FIND study, admixture map-
ing is currently in progress to identify DN risk
oci in African American and Mexican subjects.

There are some caveats to admixture map-
ing, including location of genes/regions other
han those bearing disease-risk alleles. If a re-
ion in the genome undergoes selection for
nother cause (eg, an infectious disease), then
t is possible that unidentified differences in the
arental population that are unrelated to dis-
ase per se could be selected for and lead to
purious results in admixture mapping. The in-
rease in the density of markers through Hap-
ap has increased the information being gained

or admixture mapping and there are some
ethods to guard against identification of genes

loci) unrelated to disease, the primary among
hich would be replication in an independent

ample.

ONCLUSIONS

he past decade witnessed the generation of
aps of the human genome. Limited genome-
ide analyses for DN and numerous candidate

ene studies have been performed. Large banks of
enomic samples from patients of varying ethnici-
ies with and without diabetes and DN have now
een assembled. The difficult task of the next
ecade will be to use the various genomic mark-
rs and analytic strategies to attempt to define the
omplex nature of the relationship between
enes, gene expression, environmental impact,
nd the disease phenotype of DN.
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